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**Title word cross-reference**

$2^3$ [BS79a]. $2^n$ [Shi79, SG79]. $2l + 1$ [Shi79]. $2 \times 2$ [Ber78b, Man77]. $3^n$ [Kuw79]. $4$ [Kuw79]. $m$ [Sin77]. $n$ [KT79]. $\Phi_p$ [GK79b, Pes78]. $q$ [GK79b]. $t$ [Pel78, WO78].


211-314 [Ano78f]. 217-312 [Ano77d]. 287-398 [Ano79c]. 2X2 [Ber78a].

91-178 [Ano79f].


Edgeworth [SC78]. Editor [Sri79]. Editorial [Ano77a, Ano78c, Ano79b].
effect [PRW78, SG79]. effects [GS79]. efficient [Bar79b]. elimination
[Sha77]. Embedding [SS79b, SS79c]. empirical [Var78]. encountered
[Dav78]. equality [OB79, PS77]. equations [GT78]. equireplicated [KT79].
estimate [Kha79]. estimating [GT78, Lem79]. Estimation
[Bha79, Dav78, Oga77, RB78, Sin78, SG79]. estimator [BK77, Var78].
estimators [Kre78]. exact [Bas79, Ber78b, CdK79, DHS79, Kem79].
experiments [BS79a, McC79]. exponential [Sin78]. extended [Sen79].
extension [BK77]. Extrapolation [GK79b].

factorial [BS79a, Kuw79, Shi79]. factorials [SG79]. Families [Bus79, Sin78].
fixed-effects [GS79]. fluctuation [SS79a]. fold [PRW78]. fold-over
[PRW78]. forms [KKS77]. fractional [Kuw79, Shi79]. function
[CS79, Kha79, SC78].

Galois [Pel78]. Gaussian [Ban79]. General [KT77b, Ry79, Joh78].
generalized [RB78]. generation [Whi78]. geometric [ENG79]. given
[KT77b]. graphs [Fra77]. greater [SS79b]. group
[Bos77, Bus79, JT77, Jun79]. groups [HW79].

Hadamard [Bus79]. Haenszel [Man77]. half [Lem79]. half-sample
[Lem79]. having [KT77b, YUT]. hazards [GKAH77]. heterogeneity
[Sha77]. Hotelling [PS77]. housing [SMWH79]. hyperrectangles [Che79].

IFR [ENG79]. II [HW79, Joh78]. Incomplete [Muk78, BS79b, KT77a].
index [Ano78a, Ano78b, Ano79a]. industry [Dav78]. Inequality [KT79].
information [Ber78b, Ber78a, Dal77, Fra78]. intermediate [GS79].
irreducible [HW79].

[Bas79].

Klingenberg [DJ77]. Knut [AHL77].

Latin [Dra77]. layouts [GK79a]. least [BK77]. length [Kha78]. limits
[Man77]. linear [BK77, Bha79, CS79, Kha79, Kre78, SC78]. location
[Oga77].

Main [SG79, PRW78]. Manova [Kha79]. Mantel [Man77]. marginal
[Ber78b, Ber78a]. matrices [PS77, Shi79]. Maximal [Dra77]. mean
[PS77, RB78]. method [Anb78, BM78]. methods [Anb77, Man77]. mineral
[Dav78]. minimal [YUT]. Minimum [Kha79]. Misclassification
[BS79a]. model [GS79, GKAH77, Kha79]. models [GS79, RB78].
note [KKS77, SS79c, Sri79]. number [KT77b, YUT+77].

observation [VB79]. odd [Pel78]. odds [Man77]. Optimal [Oga77, RB78, Pes78]. optimality [AH79]. Optimum [GK79a, GK79b].
order [ENG79, Pel78, Pes78]. orthogonal [Muk78, SS79b, SS79c].

Pages [Ano77b, Ano77c, Ano77d, Ano78d, Ano78e, Ano79c, Ano79f, Ano79d, Ano79e]. paper [Bas79, CdK79]. parameter [McC79, Var78].
process [Ban79]. processes [Dav78]. projective [HW79]. projectors [RY79]. properties [CM78]. property [Bo77, YUT+77]. proportions [Ber78b, Ber78a].

quadratic [GK77a, GK77b, KKS77, Kha79]. quality [SMWH79]. quantiles [Oga77]. query [YUT+77]. question [GKAH77].

ratios [OB79]. reactions [Kem79]. regions [Pes78]. regression [GK77a, GK77b, GK79b]. relations [DJ77]. relevant [Ber78b, Ber78a].
Sequence [Sin78]. Sequence-compound [Sin78]. sequences [Joh78]. Serial [Wei78].
stationary [Dav78]. statistic [WO78]. statistical
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[Dal77, Fra78, Lem79, RY79]. statistics [ENG79]. stochastic
[Anb77, Anb78, Dav78]. stratification [DHS79]. strength
[Kuw79, SS79b, SS79c]. structures [DJ77]. study [PS77]. subdesigns
[HS79]. subsets [YUT+77]. sufficiency [Bas78]. surface [AH79]. Survey
[Fra77]. Symmetric [Bos77, HS79, Pes78]. system [CS79]. systematic
[SS77]. systems [Dal77].

table [Ber78b, Ber78a]. tables [Man77]. technique [Len79]. test
[Bas79, Ber78b, CdK79, Kem79, PS77]. Testing [OB79, WO78]. Tests
[Man77, Bar79b]. theory [DHS79, Fra78, GT78, SS79a]. three [Dav78].
totally [CM78]. totals [Ber78b, Ber78a]. trace [PS77]. transformation
[Bha79]. transformations [Dal77]. transversals [Dra77]. treatments
[KT77b]. truncated [Var78]. Two
[Ban79, GK79a, McC79, Oga77, OB79, PS77, Sen79, Sha77, SS79b, SS79c].
two-parameter [McC79]. two-sample [Sen79]. two-way [GK79a, Sha77].

unbiased [BK77, Kha79]. unequal [KT79, PS77]. unique [Len79].
unknown [SG79]. unrelated [GKAH77]. upper [KT77b]. use
[Len79, WO78]. using [ENG79].

variance [Kha79, Kre78, Tya79]. variances [Kha79, Len79]. vectors [PS77].
versions [Var78]. Vik [AHL77]. Volume [Ano78b, Ano79a, Ano78a].

Wald [Kha78]. way [GK79a, Sha77]. Weibull [McC79]. weighted [Bar79a].
weights [Len79]. which [GS79, SG79].

Youden [Che79].
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